Carnival kia

The makeover of Kia's minivan is such a dramatic one that it even includes an all-new name:
Carnival. The Carnival replaces the aging Sedona in Kia's lineup and its boxy SUV-like styling is
no accident, as the Korean automaker aims to capitalize on the success of its
critically-acclaimed and hot-selling Telluride SUV. Large wheels, crossover-like proportions,
and signature daytime running lights that flow into the grille give the van an upscale-SUV vibe
that reminds us of a Range Rover. All Carnival models are powered by a hp 3. A host of
driver-assistance features are offered as standard including automated emergency braking.
Infotainment tech gets an upgrade as well with an optional dual-display setup with digital
gauges and a navigation-equipped center touchscreen. Look for the Carnival on dealer lots in
spring, The Carnival is all-new for , with updated styling, features, and technology to help it
better compete with the likes of the Chrysler Pacifica , Honda Odyssey , and newly redesigned
Toyota Sienna minivans. Kia hasn't released pricing for any of the Carnival models yet, but it
appears as though the EX represents the sweet spot between features and price; it comes with
several convenience features that help to justify the cost of upgrading, including a
power-operated rear liftgate, an in-cabin intercom, and a voice-control system that allows
rear-seat passengers to provide commands to the Carnival's infotainment system. The Carnival
is powered by a 3. All-wheel drive, unfortunately, is not on the menu, as the Carnival will be
offered only as a front-wheel drive model. The Pacifica has an optional plug-in-hybrid
powertrain and the new-for Sienna comes only as a hybrid, but we don't expect Kia to offer such
a setup on the Carnival, at least not right away. Kia says the Carnival can tow up to pounds.
When we get a chance to take the Carnival to our test track, we'll update this story with test
results and driving impressions. Fuel-economy ratings from the EPA for the Carnival are 19
mpg city, 26 mpg highway and 22 mpg combined, which are slightly better than the Sedona's
numbers. When we get a Carnival in for testing, we'll subject it to our mile highway
fuel-economy test to see how it stacks up against the Pacifica, Odyssey, and Sienna. For more
information about the Carnival's fuel economy, visit the EPA's website. The Carnival's
dashboard and front-seat area appears more modern and accommodating than the outgoing
Sedona's. A large center console and an optional Mercedes-style dual-screen infotainment
system with a digital gauge display are notable design changes. The photos provided are of an
upscale SX-Prestige trim with leather upholstery; cloth seats are likely to be standard. Kia will
offer a panoramic sunroof and lounge-like reclining second-row seats with pop-up footrests as
options. Kia says that interior spaciousness has been improved on the new Carnival; both the
van's wheelbase and overall length have been stretched to provide more room for people and
cargo. Interior technology and infotainment takes to take a big leap forward in the Carnival.
While a single 8. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto will both be standard features and we expect
to see onboard Wi-Fi on that list as well. Kia boasts that there will be up to nine USB ports
throughout the Carnival's cabin. A speaker Bose stereo will be offered as an option. Kia is
offering a lot more standard driver-assistance features this time around, including lane-keeping
assist, automatic high-beam headlamps, and blind-spot monitoring, all of which will help the
Carnival compete with the Pacifica, Odyssey, and Sienna. Key safety features are likely to
include:. Kia's warranty trumps its rivals', with a powertrain policy that spans 10 years or ,
miles. Unlike the Sienna, though, the Carnival isn't likely to come with any complimentary
scheduled maintenance. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos.
Drew Dorian. More on the Carnival Minivan. The Car and Driver Difference. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. Kia's swanky Sedona replacement has a bunch of tech and a ton of
space, and it looks downright luxurious, too. I'm not really sure when or why the word
"minivan" turned into the bellwether of all things uncool. All I know is, Kia's seven-page press
release for the Carnival doesn't mention the words "van" or "minivan" once. That's lame. This
thing is rad as hell. Instead, Kia calls the Carnival a "multi-purpose vehicle" that plays in "the
unoccupied space between SUV and family hauler," which is just a super-vague and
meaningless way of saying "you guys, it's a minivan," but I digress. Making its debut Tuesday,
the Carnival is the replacement for the outgoing Sedona van, wearing the nomenclature that Kia
uses in other countries. Our Carnival -- which I'm totally pronouncing as "car-ne-vahl," by the
way -- gets a new grille and wheel designs, both of which look awesome, and work well with the
van's bold styling and boxy shape. Without a doubt, this is a seriously attractive vehicle -minivan or otherwise -- and it totally leapfrogs the Chrysler Pacifica , Honda Odyssey and
Toyota Sienna in terms of design. The Carnival is also the first US product to wear Kia's new
logo, which you can see in the thin, full-width taillights. That great style carries over to the
interior, as well. There's a lot of familiarity here; the Carnival shares a lot of its cabin design
with the Telluride and Sorento SUVs. But that's hardly a bad thing. Metal air vents accent a
handsome dashboard, and the cabin really pops with the optional orange leather. A hallmark of
any minivan is its excellent functionality and the Carnival definitely doesn't disappoint. Kia

notes the van's The Carnival offers seating for eight passengers, and the second-row middle
seat can slide forward and backward or be converted into a table. On top of that functionality,
spec it correctly and the Carnival can be downright fancy. There are optional VIP Lounge seats
for the second row that have power controls, wing-out headrests and leg extensions, which look
hella comfy. Naturally, these VIP chairs are heated and cooled, and I kind of feel like I should
take a nap in one while someone drives me around to really get the full experience. As for cabin
tech, the Carnival comes standard with an 8-inch display with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
compatibility, but you can option a larger The Carnival supports Bluetooth pairing for multiple
devices and there are as many as nine USB ports available across all three rows, along with two
volt outlets. Every Carnival comes standard with forward-collision avoidance, blind-spot
monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, parking sensors, lane-keeping assist, automatic high beams
and a driver attention monitor. On top of that, buyers can option the Kia Drive Wise suite, which
adds adaptive cruise control, a degree camera and Kia's Highway Driving Assistant that
combines the lane-keeping and adaptive cruise systems for easy-breezy freeway time. The
Carnival will only be offered with one powertrain: a 3. With horsepower and pound-feet of
torque, the Carnival is competitive within the minivan class in terms of output, and it can even
tow as much as 3, pounds, though its EPA-estimated fuel economy ratings of 19 miles per
gallon city, 26 mpg highway and 22 mpg combined aren't all that great. However, the Carnival
will only be offered with front-wheel drive, giving the all-wheel-drive Chrysler Pacifica and
Toyota Sienna an edge in wintry climates. Those minivans offer more efficient hybrid powertrain
options, as well. Really, the only things separating the Carnival from a midsize SUV are its
sliding doors and an inch or two of ground clearance, and honestly, if that's what turns you off,
you ought to rethink your priorities. With its great tech, super-spacious cabin and bangin' looks,
the Carnival is a minivan that makes a cool statement. Look for it to hit Kia dealers in the
coming months. Climb in the driver's seat for the latest car news and reviews, delivered to your
inbox twice weekly. Steven Ewing. Enlarge Image. Kia Motors is replacing its Sedona minivan
with a new SUV-inspired model called the Carnival beginning in the second quarter of this year.
The Carnival "multi-purpose vehicle," also known as a minivan, features a boxy exterior, large
front grille and an overall design that looks more bold and rugged than the outgoing model. It
features new front and rear signature lighting as well as Kia's new logo, which was announced
earlier this year. The vehicle, which was unveiled Tuesday, features a host of new safety
features as well as new sliding configurations for the second-row seating and an available "VIP
Lounge Seating" with power controls and leg extensions much like a traditional reclining chair.
The drastic design change is the latest for the minivan segment as automakers attempt to
compete against crossovers and SUVs â€” segments customers have been flocking to for their
space, capability and more rugged persona. Much of the segment's decline is attributed to the
rise of crossovers and SUVs as well as a stigma of the vehicles being uncool and for "soccer
moms. Skip Navigation. Markets Pre-Markets U. Key Points. Kia is replacing its Sedona minivan
with a new SUV-inspired model called the Carnival beginning in the second quarter of this year.
The Carnival "multi-purpose vehicle," also known as a minivan, features a boxy exterior, large
front grille and an overall design that looks more bold and rugged design. The vehicle features a
host of new safety features as well as new sliding configurations for the second-row seating
and an available "VIP Lounge Seating". The Kia Carnival has available heated and ventilated
second-row "VIP Lounge Seating" with power controls, wing-out headrests and leg extensions.
Related Tags. Kia is on a tear to rebrand itself as a purveyor of modern, stylish vehicles, both
via a new logo and cohesive global naming strategy. Adopting a name that Kia has used on its
global-market minivans, the Carnival is targeting crossover shoppers even more intently than
its predecessor with bolder styling that might help it steal a few customers who might otherwise
find themselves in a two-wheel-drive Honda Pilot or Ford Explorer. Setting the Kia Carnival
apart from its competitors â€” the Chrysler Pacifica and Voyager, Honda Odyssey, and Toyota
Sienna â€” are unique styling elements that the company says make the van look taller, wider,
and more versatile. Meanwhile, LED headlights with zig-zag DRL accents recall the stylish
Seltos small crossover, giving the front end an aggressive, cyber-chic appearance. The hood
still slopes downward in that distinctly vanlike way, though its leading edge now meets the
grille to eliminate a fussy bodyline. Counteracting any frumpiness is the work of a horizontal
accent line that runs between the thin head- and taillights, visually flattening the hood and
disguising the sliding door channels along the way other minivans put the door mechanisms on
the lower edge of the rear quarter windows, which looks better. Black A-, B-, and D-pillars give
the roof a floating appearance, but this tired trend is updated with textured brightwork on the
cantilevered C-pillar, giving the Carnival distinctive, premium styling. Instead of trimming the
entire beltline in that aluminum-look material, it only stretches around the rear quarter and
hatch glass. An available digital instrument cluster and infotainment touchscreen, both

measuring A broad center console does away with the useful front pass-through found in other
vans, but it does add storage and crossover style. The Carnival also has more power and torque
than the Sedona it replaces, whose 3. The van can also tow up to 3, pounds, good enough for a
couple Jet-Skis, a tent trailer, or some dirt bikes â€” families with speedboats and Airstreams
may want to look elsewhere, however. Helping the Carnival make the most of its muscle is a
stiffer, lighter architecture known as N3. The platform makes extensive use of hot-stamped and
ultra high-strength steel, improving torsional rigidity without adding weight. More sound
insulation yields a quieter cabin, while more aerodynamic bumpers, mirrors, and wheels allow
the engine to push the van through the wind with less resistance. With the flat-folding third-row
seat stowed and the second-row seats removed, the Carnival can haul a best-in-class The cabin
also looks very comfortable, particularly the SX Prestige seen in these photos. Other Carnival
variants get their own tricks, including a sliding center position on models equipped with the
second-row bench. This center seat moves forward to allow the front-seat passenger easy
access to a baby or child riding there. It can also convert into a table surface for rear-seat
passengers. Family-friendly features include standard hands-free power sliding doors and an
available hands-free power liftgate. EX, SX, and SX Prestige models get a night vision rear seat
camera to allow parents to keep tabs on kids, an intercom that pipes conversations into the
third row, and infotainment that can take back-seat voice commands. Every Kia Carnival comes
standard with automatic emergency braking, forward collision monitoring, blind spot
monitoring and intervention, lane-keep assist, and automatic high beams. Highway Driving
Assist in particular will likely be the best such system currently in the minivan segment. We
expect the modernized Carnival to match the 22 mpg of the Honda Odyssey and non-hybrid
Chrysler Pacifica, though none can catch the 36 mpg offered by the hybrid-only Toyota Sienna.
The Kia Carnival arrives in dealers this spring. Home Kia News Official. Feb 23, 19h ago. By :
Brett T. Formerly known as the Sedona, the fourth-generation Kia van may revitalize its
category. Gallery: Kia Carnival. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local inventory.
Search for: New Cars. Used Cars. Sign In or Sign Up. MSRP excludes destination and handling
charges, taxes, title, license, options and dealer charges. Actual prices set by dealer and may
vary. Not responsible for typographical and computer errors. Some color, package, and option
selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages. All
exterior and interior images and specifications contained on this website are based on latest
product information available at the time of posting and may vary slightly from actual product.
See retailer for details. Bold multipurpose design. The Carnival MPV EX Trim combines
next-level tech enhancements with additional driver assistance technologies and multipurpose
capability. These features can be added to the LX Seat Package for a minimal fee. Not all
optional features are available on all trims. Production model may vary. It can also fold into a
table for use in the 2 nd and 3 rd rows. The 2 nd row seats feature a one-touch relaxation mode
that offers a full recline, raised power footrests, comfy headrests, heating and ventilation, and
cozy genuine leather seat trim. Open and close all doors and the hatch with one touch. Even if
your hands are full, the doors and hatch can respond to your presence, opening as you
approach and closing as you walk away. You have the available option for durable SynTex or
plush genuine leather seat trim in a range of contemporary shades. A new available two-way
intercom system allows the front row to communicate with passengers in the 2 nd and 3 rd rows
clearly and without distraction, amplifying voices through the speaker system. The available
The available Blind-Spot View Monitor projects a live feed of your blind spots onto your
instrument cluster when you trigger your turn signal. When paired with the Blind Spot
Collision-Avoidance Assist, the system helps avoid potential collisions by automatically
engaging the brakes. Get a comprehensive birds-eye view while parking or maneuvering at slow
speeds with the available five-camera, degree Surround View Monitor. Navigation-based
information can also adapt to changing speed limits and upcoming curves. Before your
passengers exit, standard Safe Exit Assist can scan for oncoming hazards, sounding an alert
and even stopping the sliding doors help avoid danger. Forward Collision Avoidance Assist
systems use sensors and cameras to scan the road ahead for potential hazards, alerting the
driver and even hitting the brakes to help prevent a collisionâ€”whether turning through an
intersection or sharing the road with cyclists. The same system can also provide helpful alerts
while exiting a parallel parking spot. Front and rear parking sensors also alert when
approaching obstacles. If a collision is anticipated, the system triggers warnings and can
engage the brakes to prevent collision. Passengers are protected by an arc of airbags that are
deployed and inflated intelligently based on the severity of certain impacts. A lighter
high-strength steel structure with improved body rigidity brings greater peace of mind and a
more confident ride. The available navigation system uses real-time and historical traffic data,
as well as weather and speed limit info to predict the quickest route between two points. When

you park, UVO link sends a push notification to your compatible iOS or Android device that
opens your navigation app, prepopulated with walking directions to your final destination.
Extend your service beyond the first year with one of four subscription packages designed to
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fit your needs. Global Labels. Always drive safely and use caution. Available 8-Passenger
Seating. Standard Collision Avoidance Technologies. Best-in-Class Passenger and Cargo
Space. Build Yours. VIP Lounge Seating. Room for More Cargo. Smart Doors and Hatch. Seat
Trim Options. Dual-Screen Rear-Seat Entertainment. Passenger View with Night Vision. Dual
Stay connected. Large Touchscreen Display The available Blind-Spot View Monitor. Highway
Driving Assistance. Safe Exit Assist. Rear Occupant Alert with Ultrasonic Sensors. Forward
Collision Avoidance. Blind Spot Assistance. Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance. Parking
Collision Avoidance. Advanced Airbags. Child Safety. Lighter and Stronger. Powerful and
reliable. Best-in-Class Horsepower Make everyday driving a breeze with the confident
acceleration of horsepower. Learn More. More on your UVO link services. And then some. Trims
Made for more. Next Steps Request a quote. Connect with dealers for pricing, offers and more.
Get Started.

